
Ever wonder how actors pull off fist fights, slaps, and kicks on stage convincingly but without 
getting hurt or hurting their scene partners? How do they know how to sword fight or use a prop 
gun safely in a scene? Learn the basics of safe stage combat from our favorite certified fight 
choreographer and special guest Dan Burke. 

Being able to slip into a stage dialect correctly can increase your odds of getting cast in a show and 
can grow your performance skills! While not every show needs a dialect, learning the British Cockney 
dialect will give a common, basic dialect and help you expand to other dialects in the future. This 
session will be offered by dialect expert and special guest--Penn State Professor Barry Kur. 

An old theater adage says, “Without tech, actors would be performing naked on a dark, bare stage 
without anyone being able to hear them.” Behind-the-scenes crew members are the heart of any 
theatrical production! Come learn different aspects of technical theatre from lighting to stagecraft 
from professional lighting/sound technician and special guest Nikki Perini.

WORKSHOP
HHS THEATRE, SUMMER

Whether you are trying out for a play or a musical, the key to a good audition is preparation and 
understanding the needs of the show for which you are trying to gain a role. One important aspect 
that many young performers overlook is understanding how to “read a scene,” whether that scene 
includes dialogue, singing, or dance. This session will focus on general guidelines for auditioning, 
including ways of “reading the scene.” 

Every aspect of a production must come together to help it “tell the story” and bring the show’s 
vision to life. In this session, pit director Mr. Buterbaugh will discuss how the pit helps performers 
and crew members all bring their parts together and how those parts impact the pit. In other words, 
how each part of a production impacts each other.

Friday August 12th, 9am-5pm

11:15am-12:15pm

9:00-11:00am

1:30-2:30pm

2:45-3:45pm

4:00-5:00pm

OFFERED TO ALL RISING 7TH-12TH GRADE DTSD STUDENTS


